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Syracuse Glass Company fabricates architectural glass and aluminum products in 
Syracuse, New York.  This year the Company is celebrating its 100th year in business.  
SGC takes a great deal of pride in its reputation for quality products and attentive, 
personal customer service.  Among the Company’s capabilities are: 

• Tempered glass produced with a convection furnace 
• All glass entrances and custom shower enclosures fabricated with CNC 

equipment 
• High performance, IGCC certified insulating glass since 1972 produced from 

glass by Guardian Industries (as a SUNGUARD Select Fabricator), Pilkington, or 
PPG 

• Custom TUBELITE entrances and storefronts 
SGC provides a high level of delivery service to its Upstate New York and Northeastern 
Pennsylvania customers. 
  
Today’s ever changing market conditions present companies with many challenges. After 
thoroughly researching software for several years Syracuse Glass Company has selected 
FeneVision from FeneTech as the platform to help them tackle these challenges.  
  
John Dwyer, President and CEO states:  
“We are using the slower economy as an opportunity to document and review our 
processes and to see if we can improve them.  The FeneVision ERP software solution is 
going to be an important tool for us to use to make us an even more flexible, productive, 
easier to deal with, and more valued supplier.  This is the road we’ve chosen to travel, 
and we look forward to working with our new partner FeneTech to help us on our 
journey.  Based on the very positive experience we’ve had so far with the business 
development and management team members of FeneTech and their customer references 
- which are not just excellent - but amazing, we’re very confident that we’ve made a great 
decision.” 
  
Horst Mertes, Senior Sales Executive for Ohio based FeneTech Inc. and responsible for 
the FeneVision GLASS ERP solution adds: “This is a great success for our product and 
company – having known SGC and John Dwyer for a decade now, I’m extremely proud 
of having received this order – it proves once again that informed industry veterans want 
a modern, flexible and fully integrated software solution.”  
  
Ron Crowl, President of FeneTech Inc. comments “Syracuse Glass and FeneTech share 
common goals in regards to providing excellent customer service to their clients. It is a 
pleasure to work with clients whose vision and beliefs are so well aligned with our own. 



We look forward to working with the Syracuse Glass team to bring operational 
excellence to their organization.” 
 


